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Remarks on a Paper of Passow* 
ROLAW ZILLI<~ 
Let .Y, . . . t,, c t%. 0 1, ‘. L? . . . . ... k,, . and let 
/,: R --f m. fi(.u) .\.“. i I . . . . . II. 
Passow [2] proved the following result. 
TtiEoREM I. The /inwr hit11 oj’j; ,_._, f;, is (I Hum spaw on R $LIIK/ OII/J~ (f 
‘i,l .- I, i.s oddfor i I.2 ).... n I. 
In this note we shall show that this theorem, and more general results can 
easily be derived from some general facts about Haar spaces. 
Our results are: 
TI+EWEN 2. /fr, ,I.., I’, CWCJ rd po1~womicrl.s fOrming LI Markoc JJ~S~PI~I OII 
E-2 (i.0.. r, .._., r, .spun un i-dimwsional Haar .spuw for i I ,.... 77) cmi s, I . 
then deg I’, , --. deg ri is positircl und od(/,for i I,.... /I I. 
C~ROL.~.ARY. !f‘ U is LIU wdimcnsionul Huar spwe c$rucwl polywtni~d~ on :2 
then C! bus (I ( Murkor) basis r, ,..., I’,, suds that deg r, is CWII. and deg /‘, , 
deg ri i.v po.ritirc> lrnd odd,fiw i I..... /I I. 
The above-mentioned results on Haar space:, arc: 
(I ) let I be a (finite or infinite) interval. u E I fixed, U C C(/) tin (/I 1 )- 
dimensional Haar space, and g F C(/) :I strictly monotonous function. Then 
is an cdimensional Haar \pace on I, 
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(2) let f be an open interval and U C C(f) an n-dimensional Haar space. 
Then there are i-dimensional Haar spaces U, , i =- I,..., 11, with U, C U, C 
... C C’,, :- U (i.e., U has a Markov basis); 
(3) let I be an open interval and let U, C C(f) be i-dimensional Haar 
spaces, i = I,..., ~2, with 0; :- {constant functionsj C I?‘, C .” C I!,, Let 
,,fYY c U, U, be fixed. Then for all N E J and J‘E U,, there exists 
and D.. li’,, is an (M ~~ I)-dimensional Haar space on J (not necessarily 
consisting of continuous functions). 
(I ) is well known (see Schiinhage [3, p. 1701) 
(2) was proved by Nemeth [I] for finite intervals, and generally by 
Zielke [4]. 
(.3) is a special case of Theorem 2 in Zjelke [j]. 
Proq’?. The sufficiency part of Theorem I follows by induction if in (I) 
we let g fJ and U be spanned by functions U, with U,(S) .y’,‘- *A, i :- I?,..., II. 
The necessity part of Theorem I is implied by the corollary. 
For reasons of presentation we shall prove Theorem 2 and the corollary 
for rational functions on R rather than for polynomials. Jn this context, a 
ratlonat function I’ :-~ p/q, where p, y are polynomial\, /J -- 0, has degree 
def I’ degp - deg q. 
We need some lemmas on rational functions which are fairly obvious. 
/I -.- I -.. II. As rl and r? span a Haar space, r2 is strictly monotonous 
on 2. So deg Y., is odd, and moreover, deg Y? h- 0, for otherwise limj..,. ,) 
r2(s) lim, , r,(s). By Lemma I? wc have deg r.,’ deg I’_ .-- I 0. 
Ijy (i). the functions D rz . D:Y, ,..., DJ,, form a Markov system on R, 
&lld n i’., I . 
By induction hypothesis the differences deg D. r, i I dcg 14 I’, arz posilive 
and odd for i Z,.... M I. As D~J, .- s,‘/T.” for all i. we hake that 
deg(r’ ( ,:I’-‘) --- deg(/.i’:,i’) is positive and odd for i L.... 17 I ~ and SO 
deg Y: , deg I-,’ is positive and odd for i 2,..., II -. 1 by Lemma I, 
Since all K,‘, i 2, have nonnegative degree, none of the functions I’: . i 2, 
has degree zero because of Lemma 3. From Lemma 2 we conclude deg r, , 
deg I’, deg I~;!, - deg P,’ for i 2...., I/ I. 
To prove the corollary. we apply (2) and obtain a Markov basis I’) .,.,. r,, 
Then divide by /‘, , apply Theorem 2 and Lemma I. 
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